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Consequences of a guaranteed net-zero energy 

performance for a mid-rise residential apartment building 
Gerton van Middendorp, Jan Hensen1, Pieter-Jan Hoes1, Ignacio Torrens 

Galdiz1, Rajesh Kotireddy1, Zahra Mohammadi1, John Bouwman2 

1Building Physics and Services, Department of the Built Environment Eindhoven University of Technology, P.O. Box 513, 

5600 MB Eindhoven, The Netherlands 

2Energy and Sustainability, Department of Nieman Consultancy, P.O. Box 40217, 3504 AA Utrecht, The Netherlands  
 

ABSTRACT 

The Dutch existing building stock requires all-electric renovations for the governments’ consumption-stop objective of 

Groningen gas by 2030. In addition, net zero energy renovations are required for the low carbon objective in 2050. Out of 

all current residential buildings with an energy label in the Netherlands, only 27% has label A or B. The Nul op de meter 

concept is the only profitable net-zero energy renovation available because of a regulation by the government. With this 

regulation, a housing corporation guarantees its building performance based on an average  household behaviour and 

standardized weather. The energy consumption must be monitored in the operation phase; monitored energy 

consumption that exceeds the design-values leads to consequences for the tenant or the housing corporation. With an 

occupant behaviour sensitivity analysis, an energy matching analysis, and a climate correction analysis this thesis used 

scenarios to result in possible consequences of the energy performance contract for the housing corporation and its 

tenants. The consequences with most impact for the tenant are: the domestic hot water consumption and the effect of an 

abolished net metering regulation. This abolishment is announced by the government and it can lead to disagreement from 

tenants upon net-zero energy renovation plans of housing corporations. Meanwhile, the agreement of tenants is crucial for 

the ability to accomplish a renovation plan. A follow-up subsidy is necessary to make these net-zero energy renovations 

cost-neutral again for housing corporations. 

Keywords: Net zero energy, renovation, multifamily building, mid-rise residential building, Nul op de meter, 

EnergiePrestatieVergoeding, robustness, net metering. 

1 Introduction 

1.1. Reduction of natural gas policy 

In recent years, the Dutch government worked on a 

policy to reduce the natural gas consumption. More 
than 90% of the Dutch households consumes high-

calorific gas extracted from the Groningen province 

[1]. The gas consumption by industries and energy 

plants is low-calorific gas, which is generally imported 

from Russia and the Middle-East. The extraction of gas 

from Groningen has resulted in more than a thousand 

earthquakes [2][3]. Consequently, the government 

wants to stop consuming gas from Groningen by 2030 

[3].  

Instead of increasing gas import, the reduction of gas 

consumption is stimulated. New houses will be built 

without connection to the national gas grid, and 

municipalities are challenged to eliminate gas 

connections of their existing residential districts [1][4]. 

The current objective is to remove the gas connection 

of 30.000-50.000 houses by 2021 [4]. Other energy 

sources are needed, e.g. electric heating. With these 

other energy sources, the CO2-emission due to 

electricity generation will probably increase. 

Moreover, most electricity is still generated with fossil 

sources. Even though, the electrification measures will 

still reduce CO2-emission and contribute to the 

objectives against climate change compared to the 

current gas consumption [5]. 

1.2. Existing built environment 

For achieving the objective to limit climate change, 
the objectives of a low-carbon economy in 2050 and 

an increase of renewable energy generation affect the 

built environment [6][7]. Therefore, energy 

performance of new buildings has received much 

attention in the last decade, while only 27% of all 
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energy labels in the Netherlands* is an A or B. The 

existing building stock contains 7.5 million houses of 

which ca. 85% is older than 18 years; consequently, 

the majority of these 7.5 million houses require an 

energy label upgrade [8]. Although, the existing 

building stock is a critical part of the low-carbon 

economy objective, it offers opportunities to reduce 

the Dutch building stock energy consumption and 

CO2-emissions effectively [9].  

This opportunity has been detected by several 

organisations (of which the umbrella organisation of 

housing corporations was one) in 2012; it resulted in 

an agreement with an objective for 2020 [10]. The 

objective is to achieve an average energy label B for 

the represented housing corporations. Ca. 30% of the 

Dutch residential houses are represented by the 

umbrella organisation of housing corporations [11]. 

Although many corporations adopted these ambitions 

in their plans in 2013, research in 2017 concluded that 

only 35% of the corporations will achieve this 

ambition [12], [13]. In the meantime, the government 

announced changes in the corporate income taxes 

which results in a financial obstacle for housing 

corporations towards investing in sustainable 
renovations of their building stock [14]. 

 
Figure 1 - Timeline with agreement dates and objective dates 

1.3. An opportunity for the Dutch existing 

building stock 

The innovative renovation-concept ‘Nul op de meter’ 

has received much attention in the last few years 

because it has proved to be financially profitable for 

the housing corporation [15]–[18]. The concept was 

initiated by a knowledge-platform to renovate 11.000 

houses radically: the ‘Stroomversnelling’ [18]. Follow-

up agreements contain 900.000 renovations in the 

Netherlands [18]. As illustrated in Figure 1, the 
Stroomversnelling started a year after the agreement 

of the housing corporations. The experiences with 

performance contracts led to the EPV-regulation 

(‘Energieprestatievergoeding’) in 2016 to make the 

Nul op de meter concept feasible.  

 
 

 
‘Nul op de meter’ 
‘Nul op de meter’ (NOM) is Dutch for ‘zero on the meter’, 
which is the main objective of the concept. The yearly on-

site energy generation of a house should be equal to its 
on-site energy consumption in a year, as illustrated in  
 

 

Figure 2. Consequently, this energy consumption includes 
energy for heating, cooling, domestic hot water, lighting, 
plug-loads, ventilation, and auxiliary energy. 

 
A NOM-house requires more energy generation than 
required to meet the building code requirements. In 
general, this generation is performed with photovoltaic 

solar panels. Direct consumption (Figure 2 – blue arrow) is 
currently not stimulated due to the 
regulation of net metering. For households, the energy 

generation in a year is still subtracted from their energy 
consumption at the end of the year.  
 

‘Energieprestatievergoeding’ 
The government carried out a stimulation to make the 
NOM-concept profitable for housing corporations [19]. 

The EPV-regulation, which is abbreviated for Energy 
Performance compensation, introduces the opportunity 
 

                                                             

* 42% of the building stock contains an energy label [9] 

Figure 2 - Principle of the 'Nul op de meter'; energy 
consumption and generation behind the meter 
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to gain an extra fee if a house is renovated to a NOM-level. 
However, the housing corporation is required to guarantee 

the building energy performance and show the tenants 
feedback about their consumption over the year [20]. For 
providing this feedback, the various energy consumption 

aspects are monitored, as illustrated by number 1 in Figure 
3.  Number 2 (in Figure 3) indicates the minimum required 
 

 
energy generation for the energy components. The limit 
for plug-loads and lighting is based on research into 

historic data of Dutch households [21]. While meeting 
these requirements and achieving a maximum heating 
demand of 30, 40, or 50 kWh/m², the housing corporation 

is allowed to ask a maximum EPV-fee of €1.40/m², 
€1.20/m², or €1.00/m² respectively [20]. 

 
Figure 3 - Requirements of the EPV-regulation to be able to gain the EPV-fee. Number 1 represents the requirement to 
meter separate components and number 2 contains the minimum required energy generation per component.  

‘NOM Keur’ 
NOM projects can also obtain a certificate named ‘NOM 

keur’. It is introduced by the Stroomversnelling agency to 
increase the trust in the NOM-concept and the occupant 
satisfaction with a focus on health and comfort [22][23]. 
Certification leads to additional measures. For example, 

the domestic hot water installation should be able to 
generate 6 Liter per hour demand of 38°C for at least 30 
minutes.  

 
This certificate also requires the EPV-fee not to increase 
the occupant’s costs of living; consequently, after 

renovation the fee and energy bill should be lower than  
 

the energy bill before the renovation. With this 
requirement it is assumed that the occupant and the 

building perform according to the contract; the energy 
generation is equal to the energy consumption at the end 
of the year. The occupant should only have to pay for the 
connection to the grid, distribution and energy transport. 

The energy consumption costs are zero with the current 
net metering regulation. 
 

The net metering regulation is in operation until 2020. It 
is still uncertain what will happen next. A possible follow-
up subsidy will probably start when all households have a 

smart meter [24]. 
 

 
1.4. Robustness of the EPV-regulation 

Before the EPV-regulation, net-zero energy 

renovations were not profitable [25]. For the 

development towards a transitioned energy market, 

net-zero energy renovations are necessary. 
Consequently, a robust EPV-regulation is critical if 

there is no equivalent alternative. The robustness of 

the EPV-regulation depends on its feasibility on 

projects. Changing circumstances can affect the 

feasibility of the EPV-regulation on projects. 

The feasibility of the EPV-regulation is evaluated 

during the process of a renovation. Initially, the 

housing corporation should have sustainability 
ambitions for their building stock. Currently, most 

corporations defined these ambitions [13], [26]. 

Secondly, renovation plans are made and costs are 

considered. In case of a NOM-renovation plan, the 

EPV-regulation is generally applied for the financial 

feasibility of the project. However, not all housing 

corporations will ask the tenant to pay the maximum 

EPV-fee due to a possible increase in living costs [27].  

The corporation is required to present the renovation 

plan to its tenants. In case of a disagreement with 

more than 30% of the tenants, the corporation is not 

allowed to proceed with the plan [28]. For agreement 

of at least 70% of the tenants, the corporation should 

give them insight into possible effects; thermal 

comfort, finances, nuisance during the construction 

phase, and inconveniences due different installations 

are important aspects for tenants. 
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1.4.1. Challenge of installations degradation 

Due to a guaranteed performance of the building, the 

effect of installations’ degradation should be 

incorporated in the design. Consequently, the 
installation is over-dimensioned for most years. With 

a 25-year contract, the installation should perform 

according to the contract after all these years.  

In case of photovoltaics, the supplier generally carries 

out a warranty for 25 years. However, literature 

indicates that these warranties are conservative [29]. 

For example, a German study showed a 0.1% 

degradation per year for mono- and polycrystalline 
silicon systems [30]. Because the degradation depends 

on different kinds of causes, the typical power loss 

range is 1-2% per year [31]. A review shows a median 

of 0.5% degradation per year for mono- and 

polycrystalline silicon systems in practice which is 

similar to the warranty-values [32], [33].  

The degradation of heat pumps, boilers, or ventilation 
systems is generally not defined in warranties. 

Although the degradation of these installations cannot 

be found as easily as the degradation of photovoltaics, 

it is known that the maintenance can have a large 

impact on the efficiency degradation [34].  

1.4.2. Challenges of the EPV-regulation for 

multifamily buildings 

While most NOM-renovations include single-family 

houses, experiments with multi-family houses are also 

carried out [35]–[38]. However, renovations of mid-

rise apartments to a NOM-level are still financially 

challenging [39]. Other challenges for multifamily 

buildings are related to energy generation. The energy 

generation of a household should be in, around or on 

top of the building to be eligible for the EPV-fee [20]. 

The only current development towards feasible NOM 

renovations of high-rise apartment buildings is a 

combination of a wind turbine with solar energy [40].  

Another challenge of the current EPV-regulation is 

monitoring the energy generation for every household 

individually [20]. Consequently, it requires separate 

cables from the roof to the meters of all households, 

in case of photovoltaic energy generation. To solve 

this, a current development is to share the energy 

generation with the whole block, as illustrated in 

Figure 4 (right), if it is all owned by one housing 

corporation [41].  With this adjustment, the housing 

corporation is able to reduce the generation 

overcapacity, reduce costs, and still produce a net 

zero energy building.

 
Figure 4 - Left: current requirement by the EPV-regulation to generate energy with your own installation. Right: a possible 

shared energy generation solution 
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Figure 5 - Financial effects for a tenant before and after an EPV-renovation 

1.4.3. Possible thermal comfort effects or nuisance 

A NOM-pilot project in Tilburg resulted in complaints 

about comfort related to temperature adjustment and 

noise from installations [42]. Another challenge is 

temperature exceedance in summer [43]. An 

important aspect of reducing complaints about these 

challenges is providing counselling about making use 

of installations and effects of solar blinds and opening 

windows [42], [43]. A separate room for installations 

is also a solution for reducing noise from installations 

[44]. 

1.4.4. Possible financial effects for tenant 

The foundation of the NOM-concept, as implemented 

in NOM keur, contains the ambition of similar ‘costs of 

living’ (as defined in Figure 5) for the tenants after 

renovation because of their decreased energy costs.  

The energy bill of the tenant before the renovation, 

the contract they have with an energy provider, their 

behaviour after the renovation, and the EPV-fee asked 

by the housing corporation are all necessary to define 

the financial effects for the tenant.  

Probably, the tenant’s energy contract before the 

renovation was based on a low price per kilowatt-hour 

(kWhe). The share of the fixed costs in the energy bill 

increases after the renovation. Therefore, occupants 

are able to reduce costs by looking for an energy 

provider with lower delivery-, transport-, and 

metering costs. A higher price per kWh can be 

recommendable if the tenant’s behaviour will not 

exceed its energy-budget and the tenant is an energy 

producer. 

However, the tenant’s consequences are not fixed, 

they depend on: the climate conditions, occupant 

behaviour, and the net metering regulation. The costs 

due to a failing performance of the building and its 

installations are a consequence for the housing 

corporation. Insight in the consequences for tenants 

and communication with these tenants are also 

important for understanding, and for agreement of 

the renovation plan. This agreement is necessary to 

obtain the required 70% agreement for a renovation 

plan [28]. 

While experiences of 6 constructed pilot projects with 

single-family houses have been published [45]–[48], 

the probability of exceeding the energy-budgets is not 

known. Detailed data is probably not published due to 

privacy rights. The average results of the pilot projects 

were generally resulting in a maximum of zero on the 

meter; however, a few households consumed more 
energy than generated. There has been little 

discussion about these households until now. 

Households renting from a housing corporation 

generally cannot provide a house for themselves [49]. 

Consequently, extra costs due to energy consumption 

are a risk for the tenants. 

1.4.5. Possible effects on the housing corporation 

Occupant behaviour is not the only cause of a higher 

energy consumption than expected. A failing 

performance of the building or its installations could 

also lead to higher energy consumption. In this case, 

the tenant can ask compensation by approaching the 

housing corporation or the rent commission. If the 

failure is also determined by the corporation or rent 

commission, the housing corporation must recover 

the building performance as it was guaranteed. 

The disappointments due to increased costs of living 

of a few tenants can have effects on further projects 

of the corporation. If tenants of the other projects 

become influenced by the disappointed tenants, a 

70% acceptability on a similar renovation plan will 

become difficult for the housing corporation. A 

possible solution for the housing corporation could be 

to give tenants insight into the financial consequences 

of their behaviour. These consequences can be 

obtained by a sensitivity analysis for the concerning 

house.   
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1.4.6. Possible financial effects on tenant in the future 

The NOM-concept is based on zero kWh on the meter 

at the end of a year; however, the financial 

implications on the tenant are different when net 
metering is abolished. The minister proposed four 

possible follow-up scenarios after 2020 [24]: 

1. No change: net metering continues; 

2. limit the net metering; 

3. a feed-in subsidy per kWh, or 

4. a subsidy per watt-peak of photovoltaic panels. 

He proposed to neglect the first two possibilities; 

however, research on the effects of the different 

possibilities is necessary. In addition, not all houses in 

the Netherlands contain a smart meter. This could 

also affect the development towards a follow-up 

subsidy.  

According to Stroomversnelling, the effect of 

abolishing the net metering regulation will result in 

€600 extra costs of living per year per household [50]. 

However, these extra costs depend on several aspects 

as shown in Figure 6.  The difference in price between 

energy consumption and energy generation are the 

energy tax and the extra tax for renewable energy. 

However, directly consumed energy would not result 

in a change on the meter to the electricity grid. 

Consequently, a higher self-consumption reduces the 

electricity costs.

 

Figure 6 – Example of current electricity costs for a household, and electricity costs when net metering is abolished . Self-
consumption is neglected. (references: 1average delivery costs based on 1-year contracts of 8 providers [51] , 2grid 

management costs [52], 3energy tax credit [53], 4energy tax and extra tax [54])

1.5. Objective 

A ‘Nul op de meter’ renovation guarantees a certain 

level of building performance; however, following 

risks occur for the housing corporation and the 

tenants.  

The main challenge for the housing corporation is to 

achieve an agreement with at least 70% of their 

tenants for a renovation plan. The main objective of 

this research is to give insight into tenant’s financial 

consequences that could lead to a disagreement with 

the housing corporation about a NOM-renovation 

plan.  

 

 

 

 

 

1.6. Report outline 

The study is introduced in the first section; context, 

background information, and objectives are described. 

The second section describes the used approach 

coming up with a case study. This case study is 

described in section three. Section four and five 

contain the results and discussion.
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2 Methodology

 
Figure 7 - Methodology framework 

This research is conducted for Nieman, a consulting 

company that participates in multiple NOM-

renovations and projects where the EPV-regulation is 

investigated or applied. This EPV-regulation comes 

with a guarantee about the performance of a house; a 

housing corporation can shift some of their 

responsibilities to constructing companies. 

Additionally, Nieman is also required to advise on 

beforehand about the consequences of the 

renovation. 

A project by Nieman has been selected as a case 

study. The methodology is performed according to 

Figure 7; the case study has been modelled and 

occupant scenarios, and climate scenarios are defined. 

The model is validated, used for a sensitivity analysis, 

an energy matching analysis, and a climate correction 

analysis. 

2.1. Case study and model validity 

While construction companies are ready for NOM-

renovation projects with large numbers of single-

family houses, NOM-renovations of multifamily 

houses are still in the experimental phase [35]–[38], 

[55]. Nieman participates with an architect and a 

construction company in a consortium to renovate 

mid-rise apartment buildings [56]. Their pilot project 

consists of eight houses of a multifamily building. 

  

 

 

 

 

2.1.1. Energy monitoring and model validation 

The energy consumption of the tenants is being 

monitored with a 15 minute-interval since January 

2017. An overview of the 2017 results is added to 

Appendix A along with the case study properties. 

Further details about the case study are added to 

chapter 3. 

The monitored energy consumption of four 

apartments is used to validate the Vabi Elements 

(version 3.3.1) simulation model. These apartments 

have the least missing data for validation. These 

apartment models consist of separate zones per room 

and it is used for the heating, and ventilation demand. 

The walls to apartments next to the case study are 

modelled as adiabatic walls. The empirical validation 

has been performed with monitored data between 

February and November 2017. The building properties 

were known; however, the occupant behaviour was 

not derivable from the monitored data.  

For this occupant behaviour, two scenarios have been 

implemented as shown in Table 1. In addition to 

occupant behaviour, the validity of the simulation 

model is assessed using the case study information, 

and data. The degradation of installations is analysed 

in this study. The empirical validity assessment is 

shown in Appendix B, the main results are shown in 

Figure 8. 

Table 1 - Two scenarios used for determining the empirical validity of the simulation model  

Empirical validation Least consuming  Most consuming  Sources [57] 

Number of occupants 1 person 4 persons  

Setpoint temperature day & night 18°C & 14°C 22°C & 22°C  

Presence & equipment scheme Daytime absence Mostly at home Based on: [58]–[62] 

DHW consumption 25 L/day 75 L/day 25 L/day based on: [63] 

Plug-loads & lighting 2.0 W/m² 6.0 W/m²  

Ventilation demand (maximum) 0.1 L/(s·m²) 0.3 L/(s·m²) Derived from: [64] 

Climate NEN 5060 reference NEN 5060 reference 

Apartments analysed 
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Figure 8 - Model validation: monitored case study consumption compared to the simulated consumption with min. (least 
consuming) and max. (most consuming) occupant scenarios for the apartments with the least missing data 

2.2. First analysis: behaviour sensitivity 

Occupant behaviour is assumed to be one of the most 

important input parameters for building performance 

simulations [65]. The impact of occupants has been 

simulated for a ground floor apartment, a middle 

apartment, a roof apartment. Used input parameters 

are shown in Table 2. The purposes of the variable 
parameters are: 

- Number of persons heating & hot water 
- Thermostat temperature heating 
- Thermostat setback at night heating 
- Plug-loads and lighting electrification effect 

- Hot water consumption hot water 

As can be seen next to the summed input parameters 

above, the behaviour effect is analysed on heating- 

and hot water consumption, while fan consumption is 

neglected. These variable input parameters are 

compared to the minimum EPV-contract values for 

heating and for domestic hot water, according to 

Figure 3.  

The window-opening behaviour of occupants is not 
considered in this research because the windows can 

only be opened depending on the indoor air 

temperature for at least an hour and the outdoor air 

temperature cannot be considered in Vabi Elements. 

Consequently, opening windows has an unrealistic 

effect on the heating consumption and overheating 

hours. Therefore, overheating hours and other 

comfort aspects are not included in this research. 

Blinds, a bath, and a hot fill connection are not 

considered because they are absent in the case study.  

 

Table 2 – Occupant behaviour parameters as used for the 
sensitivity analysis 

1: Behaviour 

sensitivity 

Fixed 

parameters 

Variable 

parameters 

Occupants (floor ap.)  2 - 5 persons 

Occupants  2 - 4 persons 

Internal heat gains 
scheme 

Sometimes 
absent 

 

Heating setpoint 
temperature 

 18 - 23°C 

Heating temperature 
setback at night 

 0 - 4°C 

Plug-loads & lighting EPV minimum  

DHW consumption  cf. Appendix C 

Ventilation demand  max. 0.3 
L/(s·m²) 

 

Climate NEN 5060 ref.  

Apartments analysed  

 

Energy consumption for domestic hot water is 

calculated manually using formula 1 and 2. The input 

values for water consumption have been added to 

Appendix C.  

 𝑄 = 𝑚 ∙ 𝑐 ∙ Δ𝑇 + 𝑄𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑙𝑙 [formula 1] 
 𝑚= 𝑉 ∙ 𝑑  [formula 2] 

𝑄 energy [kJ] 
𝑄𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑙𝑙 standstill losses of the boiler  [kJ] 
𝑚 mass  [kg] 
𝑉 water consumption [L] 
𝑑 density [0.001 kg/L] 
𝑐 specific heat water  [4.19 kJ/(kg·K)] 
Δ𝑇 temperature difference  [40 K] 

A B C D 
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2.3. Second analysis: energy matching 

As mentioned in the introduction, the net metering 

regulation will probably come to an end. 

Consequently, self-consumption and electricity prices 
will become more important for tenants with an EPV-

contract. The on-site energy fraction (OEF) expresses 

the share of the self-consumption to the total energy 

consumption. If the OEF is 1.0, the electricity costs for 

the tenant are the same without net metering. Since 

the only on-site energy source is photovoltaics, the 

OEF cannot be 1.0 with normal residential behaviour.  

Financial insight in the directly consumed share of 
households is gained by an hourly analysis of energy 

demand and generation. The energy demand is 

simulated with Vabi elements using the parameters of 

Table 3. The energy generation is simulated for the 

total building using PV*Sol premium (2017 R9) for 

more accurate shading. 

The energy mismatch will lead to financial 
consequences for tenants in the situation without net 

metering. The extra costs are calculated by 

multiplying the total mismatch with the variable taxes 

per kWh of 11.78 €ct/kWh [54]. Energy storage is 

added as an opportunity to decrease the energy 

mismatch. The Tesla Powerwall with a capacity of 7 

kW is applied and referred to as battery [66]. 

Table 3 - Occupant behaviour parameters as used for the 

energy matching analysis 

2: Energy 

matching 

Fixed 

parameters 

Variable 

parameters 

Number of 
occupants 

 1 or 3 persons 

Presence & 
equipment 
scheme 

 Daytime absence 
Sometimes absent  

Mostly at home 

Heating setpoint 
temperature 

21°C  

Temperature 
nightly setback 

0°C  

Plug-loads & 
lighting 

EPV minimum  

DHW cons. EPV minimum  

Hot water tank 
heating 

Once per day 

Duration: 1.5h 

Night: 3.00h 

Day: 13.00h 

Ventilation dem. max. 0.2 
L/(s·m²) 

 

Climate NEN 5060 ref.  

Apartments 
analysed 

 

 

2.3.1. Validity of PV*Sol premium 

The validity of PV*Sol is assessed using KNMI’s climate 

data in Cabauw of 2017. The hourly simulated energy 

generation of the total building is compared to the 
energy generation of six apartments. The assessment 

resulted in a R²-value of 0.9. The differences are 

probably caused by the distance between the case 

study location and the measurement location in 

Cabauw; consequently, PV*Sol has been used for the 

energy matching analysis. More details of this validity 

assessment can be found in Appendix D. 

2.4. Third analysis: climate correction 

The EPV-contract values for heating and energy 

generation are corrected, based on the actual climate 

instead of the reference-climate of NEN 5060. 

However, this correction is based on a simplified 

correction method, not a simulation.  

2.4.1. Heating consumption 

 

Figure 9 - The three analyzed apartments for the heating 

consumption climate correction 

The heating consumption is simulated for a floor-, 

middle-, and roof apartment, as shown in Figure 9, 

combined with four different climate scenarios. The 

EPV-contract is based on the reference climate of NEN 

5060. The other three climate scenarios (NEN 5060 

alternative climate files with 5%, 2%, and 1% chance 

on exceedance) are used for a simulation with Vabi 

elements resulting in a heating consumption, and to 

calculate a corrected heating consumption. A 

comparison of the different climate data is added to 

Appendix D. 

The correction method for heating is the weighed 

degree-day method. This method is developed in the 

1930s for an estimation of the heating consumption of 

a building [67]. The method is based on a base 

temperature, which is 18°C in the Netherlands [68]. 

The number of degree-days is determined with the 

average diurnal outdoor temperature, as shown in 

formula 3. Therefore, the accuracy of the method 

depends on the dependence on the outdoor 

temperature.  
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 𝐺𝑑,𝑗 = {
𝜃𝑏 −𝜃𝑒,𝑗|𝜃𝑒,𝑗 < 𝜃𝑏

0|𝜃𝑒,𝑗 ≥ 𝜃𝑏
  [formula 3] 

𝐺𝑑,𝑗  degree-days [-] 

𝜃𝑏 base temperature  [18°C] 
𝜃𝑒,𝑗 diurnal average outdoor temperature  [°C] 

The weighing factors of the degree-days are added to 

the degree-day method to exclude other influences 

than the outdoor temperature [68]. This factor is 1.1 

in winter months (November until February), 1.0 in 

March and October, and 0.8 in the summer months 

(April until September) [68].  

 𝑄𝐻𝑒𝑝𝑣,𝑐,𝑖 = 𝑄𝐻𝑒𝑝𝑣,𝑖 ∙
∑ (𝐺𝑑,𝑟𝑒𝑓,𝑗)
𝑖
𝑗=1 ∙𝑤𝑖

∑ (𝐺𝑑,𝑎𝑙𝑡,𝑗)
𝑖
𝑗=1 ∙𝑤𝑖

  [formula 4] 

𝑤𝑖 weighing factor per month [-] 
𝐺𝑑,𝑟𝑒𝑓,𝑗  degree-days of the reference climate [-] 
𝐺𝑑,𝑎𝑙𝑡,𝑗  degree-days of the alternative climate [-] 

𝑄𝐻𝑒𝑝𝑣,𝑖 heating value of EPV-contract [kWh] 

𝑄𝐻𝑒𝑝𝑣,𝑐,𝑖 corrected heating EPV-contract [kWh] 

The comparison between the degree-day correction 

and the simulated heating consumption should 

indicate if the risk of colder weather affects the 

housing corporation only, or also the tenant. 

 

 

 

2.4.2. Generation 

 

Figure 10 – All installed photovoltaic panel output is 
compared to the energy generation climate correction 

The correction method for generation by the 

photovoltaics is based on the difference in global solar 

irradiance, conform formula 5 and 6.  

 𝑅𝑖𝑟𝑟,𝑗 =
𝐸𝑒𝑝𝑣

𝐸𝑘𝑛𝑚𝑖 ,𝑗
 [formula 5] 

 𝑄𝑃𝑉𝑒𝑝𝑣,𝑐 = 𝑄𝑃𝑉𝑒𝑝𝑣 ∙ 𝑅𝑖𝑟𝑟,𝑗   [formula 6] 

𝑅𝑖𝑟𝑟,𝑗 solar irradiance ratio over period [-] 

𝐸𝑒𝑝𝑣 solar irradiance cf. NEN5060 [W/m²] 

𝐸𝑘𝑛𝑚𝑖,𝑗  solar irradiance over period [W/m²] 

𝑄𝑃𝑉𝑒𝑝𝑣 generation value of EPV-contract [kWh] 
𝑄𝑃𝑉𝑒𝑝𝑣,𝑐,𝑗 corrected generation EPV-contract [kWh] 

The case study’s total energy generation has been 
simulated with PV*Sol, as can be seen in Figure 10. A 
simulation with the reference climate has been 
performed first. Afterwards, three simulations were 
performed with the other climate scenarios (NEN 
5060 alternative climate files with 5%, 2%, and 1% 
chance on exceedance); moreover, the reference 
energy generation is also corrected with the weighed 
degree-day method for these scenarios. Finally, the 
results of the simulations and the corrections are 
compared.
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3 Case study 

The case study is called ‘Flat met toekomst’ (Dutch for 

apartment building with a future), is located in 

Utrecht, and consists of eight apartments (such as 

Figure 11) in a mid-rise apartment building with a 

total of 48 apartments. The housing corporation, 

Mitros, held a contest to renovate this part of the 

building as a pilot in 2015. The existing apartment 

building was built in 1964 using the ‘Intervam’-

methodology. With this building construction system, 

ca. 14.000 buildings have been built in the 

Netherlands [69].  

The consortium with Nieman, Vios construction, and 

Op ten Noort Blijdenstein architects won the contest 

and the renovation was completed in 2017. Ever 

since, the floor plan is according to Figure 12, and the 

energy consumption of the different apartments has 

been monitored.  

This digitally accessible data is collected at every 

household for several components: 

- PV electricity generation [kWhe] 

- Ventilation unit [kWhe] 

- Smart meter: electricity produced to grid [kWhe]  

- Smart meter: electricity consumed from grid [kWhe] 

- Domestic hot water consumption [m³] 

- Electric boiler consumption [kWhe] 

- Electric heat pump consumption [kWhe] 

- Generated energy for heating by heat pump [kWhth] 

One apartment is unoccupied and serves as a show 

model for interested parties. The seven other 

apartments are occupied. The results of the first 

contract year with the financial consequences for the 

tenant are shown in Appendix A. 

 
Figure 11 – Case study front view with indicated different apartments and thermal layer 

 
Figure 12 - First floor floorplan with a 2- and a 3-bedroom apartment 
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4 Results 

This chapter contains the simulation results for the 

different analyses. At first, the sensitivity analysis, 

secondly the energy matching analysis, and finally the 

climate correction analysis. The empirical validation of 

the simulation is not discussed here, as it is added to 

Appendix B. 

4.1. Sensitivity analysis occupant behaviour 

4.1.1. Sensitivity heating consumption 

The electricity consumption for heating is simulated 

for different scenarios, and different apartments 

resulting in a range of heating consumption. As can be 

seen in Figure 13, the range of the heating scenarios is 

mostly below the EPV-contract value for heating. The 

contract values are different for the apartments 

because of the difference in transmission losses. As a 

result, the guaranteed minimum energy generation 

for heating is probably larger than the consumed 

energy for heating resulting in a risk for the housing 

corporation.  

 

Figure 13 - Range of heating consumption for the floor-, 

middle- and roof apartment compared to the EPV-contract 
value. 

If the occupancy- and equipment schedule are the 

same, more internal heat gains lead to a lower heating 

consumption. Consequently, more persons lead to a 

lower heating consumption. This effect is, as can be 

seen in Figure 14a, between 10% and 30% energy 

reduction for heating.  

The impact of a higher heating setpoint temperature 
and a nightly setback on the heating consumption is 
illustrated in Figure 14b and c, respectively. The 
increment between 15% and 45% indicates that the 
thermostat temperature has greater impact to the 

heating consumption than an extra person. A 
temperature setback at night has a similar impact as 
an extra person; however, the differences between 
the apartment types for the setback are greater than 
for the extra person.  

  

  

 
Figure 14 - Percental impact of (a) an extra person, (b) a 
higher thermostat temperature, or (c) a setback at night on 

the heating consumption for the floor-, middle- and roof 
apartment. A nightly setback of 1°C, 2°C, 3°C, and 4°C are 
shown from left to right.

a 

b 

c 
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4.1.2. Sensitivity domestic hot water consumption 

As illustrated in Figure 15, the domestic hot water 

consumption range per person are compared to the 

minimum contract values of the EPV and the NOM 
keur certificate requirement. Excluding a 1-person 

household, all consumption ranges exceed the EPV-

contract values. The certification requirement 

accounts for the difference in household size; 

however, the consumption ranges are still greater 

than the minimum requirement. 

 

Figure 15 – Range of domestic hot water consumption (incl. 

standstill-losses) over a year for different scenarios 
compared to the EPV-regulation limits (low: 2-bedroom 
apartment, high: 4-bedroom apartment) and the NOM keur 

certificate requirement per person 

 
Figure 16 – Range of domestic hot water consumption (excl. 
standstill-losses) over a year for different scenarios 

compared to the EPV-regulation limits (low: 2-bedroom 
apartment, high: 4-bedroom apartment) and the NOM keur 
certificate requirement per person 

 

 

The standstill loss of the hot water tank (350 kWh) is 

included in the domestic hot water consumption 

range, as it is in the case study. Figure 16 shows the 

effect of a domestic hot water consumption without 

the standstill loss. This figure illustrates that the most 

scenarios will still exceed the contract values; 

however, some energy aware tenants are able to have 

a domestic hot water consumption lower than          

856 kWhth as required by the NOM keur certificate. 

4.2. Energy matching analysis 

As can be seen in Figure 17, 18, 19 and 20 the OEF 

increases with 0.33 on average by adding a battery. As 
illustrated in Figure 17, the increment in the OEF-

value due to time-shifting the hot water tank heating 

reduces from 0.09 without a battery to 0.01 with a 

battery. Consequently, shifting consumption will have 

a bigger effect on the OEF if no energy storage is 

involved. A similar effect occurs with the different 

internal heat gain schemes: the OEF-value difference 

between daytime absence and mostly at home 

reduces from 0.07 without a battery to 0.03 with a 

battery. Although the OEF-differences reduce with a 

battery in Figure 17 and 18, adding a battery increases 

the OEF-difference for different apartments (Figure 

19), and for different household sizes (Figure 20). The 

highest OEF-values can be found at the middle 

apartment and the 3-person household.  

The financial effects of these OEF-value differences 

can be found in Table 4. The effect of the battery 

shows that the average extra costs are almost divided 

by a factor 2. The difference between the floor- and 

middle apartment is also big: the floor apartment 

extra costs are between 1.4 and 1.7 times bigger than 

the extra costs of the middle apartment. 

The least expensive situation is a household with 

multiple occupants in the middle apartment whom 

are mostly at home results in € 217.73 extra costs per 

year (or € 110.63 with a battery). The most expensive 

situation would be in the floor apartment with a 

sometimes absent 1-person household resulting in      

€ 413.10 extra costs due to energy mismatch. 
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Figure 17 - OEF for all scenarios with hot water tank heating 
at night and during day with the effect of adding a battery 

pack in every apartment 

 

Figure 18 - OEF for the different internal heat gain scenarios 
with the effect of adding a battery pack in every apartment 

 
Figure 19 - OEF for all scenarios for the three separate 
apartments with the effect of adding a battery pack in every 

apartment 

 
Figure 20 - OEF for the 1-person and 3-person household 
scenarios with the effect of adding a battery pack in every 
apartment 

Table 4 – Average financial consequences for tenants if the net metering regulation will be abolished  

 Without battery  With battery  
Heating water tank     

Night € 334.86  € 172.04  

Day € 296.79 - € 38.07 (11%) € 168.70 - € 3.33 (1.9%) 

Different apartment     

Floor € 374.75  € 205.48  

Roof € 317.72 - € 57.04 (15%) € 183.87 - € 21.61 (11%) 

Middle € 252.00 - € 122.75 (33%) € 121.76 - € 83.71 (41%) 

Different household     

1-person € 325.47  € 182.21  

3-person € 304.17 - € 21.30 (6.5%) € 159.48 - € 22.73 (12%) 

Different presence     

Daytime absence € 321.18  € 173.13  

Sometimes absent € 243.57 - € 77.61 (24%) € 169.70 - € 3.42 (2.0%) 

Mostly at home € 237.06 - € 84.12 (26%) € 168.28 - € 4.85 (2.8%) 

Average extra costs: € 314.82  € 170.37 - € 144.45 (46%) 
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4.3. Climate correction analysis 

4.3.1. Correction of the heating consumption 

As can be seen in Figure 21, the simulated heating 

consumption of the alternative climate scenarios are 

all higher than the corrected expectation using the 

weighed degree-day method. Moreover, the 

simulation with alternative climate scenario 3 results 

in a heating consumption increment of 4-8% while the 

corrected heating consumption is lower than the 

reference climate.  

 

Figure 21 – Heating correction effect of the three alternative 
climate scenarios of NEN5060 with 1%, 2% and 5% chance 

on exceedance (climate 1, 2, and 3, respectively) compared 
to a simulation with these climates 

4.3.2. Correction of the energy generation 

As Figure 22 shows, the generation correction shows a 

higher energy generation than the simulated 

generation with PV*Sol. However, the magnitude of 

the difference is 5 to 50 times smaller than the 
difference in heating consumption. 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 22 – Generation correction effect of three alternative 
climate scenarios of NEN5060 with 1%, 2%, and 5% chance 

on exceedance (climate 1, 2, 3, respectively) compared to a 
simulation with these climates 

4.3.3. Financial consequence of correction error 

The results of previous subsections and the minimum 
EPV-contract values for the case study resulted in 

Table 5. This minimum financial effect that the table 

shows is not even larger than € 1.20. However, the 

maximum correction error can lead up to € 12.80. 

Table 5 - Financial consequence for the tenant using the 
minimum and maximum percental difference between the 
correction method result and the simulated result for 

heating consumption and energy generation 

Apartment Contract value Correction error 
 [kWhe] [kWhe] 

floor  
4-bedroom  

Heat: 691 
PV: 4816 

- 36.6 
+ 24.9 

- 93.8 
+ 42.2 

Extra costs (min. & max.): € 0.00 € 12.80 
floor  
5-bedroom  

Heat: 942 
PV: 4953 

- 49.8 
+ 25.6 

- 127.9 
+ 43.4 

Extra costs (min. & max.): € 1.20 € 19.06 
middle 
2-bedroom  

Heat: 155 
PV: 3089 

- 12.5 
+ 26.0 

- 39.5 
+ 27.1 

Extra costs (min. & max.): € 0.00  € 4.39 
middle 
3-bedroom  

Heat: 261 
PV: 3273 

- 21.0 
+ 16.9 

- 66.5 
+ 28.7 

Extra costs (min. & max.): € 0.00  € 9.25 
roof 

2-bedroom  

Heat: 396 

PV: 3330 

- 22.5 

+ 17.2 

- 51.6 

+ 29.2 
Extra costs (min. & max.): € 0.00  € 6.41 

roof 
3-bedroom 

Heat: 586 
PV: 3598 

- 33.3 
+ 18.6 

- 76.3 
+ 31.5 

Extra costs (min. & max.): € 0.33  € 10.76 
Variable electricity price according to Figure 6: 18.64 €ct/kWh 
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5 Discussion 

A mid-rise multifamily building in Utrecht is used as a 

case study. Using an occupant behaviour sensitivity 

analysis, energy matching, and a climate correction 

analysis, consequences have been determined for this 

case study. This chapter is divided into subsections for 

each analysis. 

5.1. Sensitivity analysis 

5.1.1. Conclusions 

The heating consumption of the middle- and floor 

apartment are more depend on the thermostat 

temperature and the internal heat gains than the roof 

apartment. This could be the effect of the difference 

in ration between volume and transmission area. The 

effect of a temperature setback leads to a smaller 

energy reduction for the floor apartment. This 

unexpected result because the effect of a higher 

thermostat temperature on the floor apartment is 

similar to the middle apartment. However, the floor 

apartment may require more energy in the morning 

due to a greater volume, which leads to a smaller 

energy reduction. 

Because of the low heating demand of the case study, 

the impact seems relatively high for an extra person, a 

different thermostat temperature and a nightly 

setback. However, the financial consequences are not 

exceeding €60 per year (the maximum heating 

consumption range: 325 kWh). 

The sensitivity analysis results show a much higher 

heating limit for the floor apartment than for the 

other two apartments. Either the transmission losses 

of this apartment are overestimated in the EPV-

contract or underestimated by Vabi Elements. 

Because the total transmission area is the greatest 

difference between the floor apartment and the other 

apartments. 

According to the results, the shower behaviour of 

occupants probably leads to the greatest financial 

effect for tenants, because the simulation results of 

the heating consumption are mostly below the 

contract value. Compared to the NOM keur limits, the 

greatest exceedance is 770 kWhe (for a 6-person 

household). Which is equal to € 143.58 extra costs. 

However, this exceedance is 3061 kWhe for a minimal 

EPV-contract for the 2-bedroom middle apartment. 

Which is equal to extra costs of € 570.50. These 

maximum exceedance values are determined without 

standstill losses of the hot water tank. With a hot fill 

connection for tenants’ dish washer or washing 

machine, even greater exceedance will occur. 

However, it will probably also reduce their electricity 

consumption. 

5.1.2. Recommendations 

If tenants are informed about the possible financial 

effects of their hot water consumption, they can take 

water saving measures. A water saving showerhead 

reduces on average ca. 1090 kWhe per year (€200), 

assuming that the shower duration is the same.  

A tool can be developed with the consequences of 

occupant behaviour. A sensitivity analysis and a few 

input parameters from the tenant could lead to 

insight in their behaviour. With such a tool, a housing 

corporation can also determine which contract values 

are leading to higher costs of living for tenants. 

However, if the contract values are greater than the 

EPV-minimum, the required energy generation also 

increases. Insight in the consequences of an energy 

performance contract is necessary to make these 

decisions. 

Because of the generality of this research, in-depth 

insight for every type of household is not shown. 

Further research is required for more insight in, for 

example, the differences in behaviour between a 

senior household and a nuclear family. With insight in 

these different types of households, more specific 

knowledge can be used as input for the earlier 

discussed tool for informing housing corporations and 

their tenants. 

In addition, scenarios for household behaviour are 

generally not validated with empirical data. Because 

the EPV-regulation requires monitoring, data from 

existing projects of housing corporations can be used 

for determining this validity.  

It is recommended for further projects with an EPV-

contract to increase the domestic hot water budget 

for occupants, and maybe base it on the number of 

occupants conform the NOM keur certification. It is 

also recommended to include the standstill losses of 

the hot water tank in the auxiliary energy budget 

instead of the domestic hot water budget. 
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5.2. Energy Matching analysis 

5.2.1. Conclusions 

Adding a battery to every apartment decreases the 

dependence on the electricity grid; however, the 

effect of time-shifting energy demand reduces. In the 

case of an abolished net metering regulation, the 

average extra costs of a household are € 252 - € 375 

per year for the different case study apartments 

which is lower than the €600 hypothesized due to a 

statement by Stroomversnelling [50]. These costs can 

be reduced by heating the water tank during the day, 

increase the household size, or by working at home. 

However, an increased household size or working at 

home can also lead to a higher total energy 

consumption.  

The possible adjustment of the EPV-regulation to a 

shared energy generation as described in section 1.4.2 

will not encourage occupants to shift their energy 

consumption to the day. A reduced mismatch of one 

tenant will be abbreviated by an increased mismatch 

by a daytime absent tenant.  

Improving the housing corporations’ building stock 

towards a low carbon economy in 2050 requires a 

cost-neutral concept. Currently, NOM in combination 

with the EPV-regulation is currently the only profitable 

concept for housing corporations [25]. With abolishing 

the net metering regulation, the tenants’ costs of 

living will increase with ca. €300 per year, which can 

lead to disagreement with the housing corporations’ 

renovation plans. Achieving a low carbon economy for 

the housing corporations’ building stock will lead to 

financial losses. 

5.2.2. Recommendation 

The home battery seems to have a great impact on 
the extra costs for tenants if the net metering 

regulation is abolished. However, the investment for 

the housing corporation also increases. It is 

recommended to add this effect to the informative 

tool to advise housing corporations on their 

renovation plans. A 45% reduction of extra electricity 

costs could lead to the agreement of tenants upon the 

renovation plan. 

The government will decide what the follow-up 

subsidy will become after the net metering regulation 

after 2020. The minister proposed two options [24]. A 

follow-up subsidy per produced kWh to the grid is 

recommended because the extra costs of all tenants 

will decrease; however, it does not guarantee the 

tenants’ agreement with renovation plans from the 

housing corporation. The second option, a subsidy per 

watt-peak performance of photovoltaics enables the 

housing corporations to increase the contract-values 

of their tenants. This will lead to reduced costs of 

living for the tenants; however, this decision depends 

on the housing corporation and the increment of 

contract-values does not directly result in the tenants’ 

agreement for renovation plans. 

5.3. Climate correction analysis 

5.3.1. Conclusions 

Because the heating consumption simulations 

resulted are all higher than the corrected values, the 

EPV limit correction will not cover the complete 

difference between the reference climate and the 

actual weather. Consequently, the tenant will find this 

difference on the energy bill. However, the energy 

generation simulations resulted in lower values than 

the corrected values, the EPV limit correction will 

probably be larger than the actual energy generation. 

If the tenant exceeds their corrected contract value 

for heating, the housing corporation compensates 

0.5% to 1.0% too much for the energy generation. 

Because the heating and generation corrections have 

opposite effects, the tenants could be affected. The 

financial effects, however, do not have as big an 

impact as the maximum consequences of the 
sensitivity analysis or the energy matching analysis. 

5.3.2. Recommendations 

Energy generation capacity should be determined on 

a reference-year for solar irradiance, not the NEN5060 

reference climate. The reference climate is based on 

temperature exceedance probability, its solar 

irradiance probability has not been determined. A 

study to the solar irradiance exceedance probability 

will give more insight in this. Further research into a 

heating consumption correction are necessary since 

the weighed degree-day method is based on the 

combination of heating and hot water consumption 

[68]. 

5.4. Other recommendations 

The occupant behaviour in the case study could not be 

determined, because the thermostat temperatures 

were not logged, the behaviour of opening windows 

could not be determined, and their presence is not 

detected. Without the occupant behaviour, the 

empirical validity had to be determined with a 

minimum and a maximum occupant behaviour profile 

to ensure that the Vabi Elements model shows 

realistic results.  For a more accurate determined 
validity of the simulation model, using a case study 
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with logged heating setpoint temperatures is 

recommended.  

Logging the setpoint temperatures can also lead to 

reduced costs for the housing corporation. Checking 

these temperatures can prove whether the occupant 

behaved according to the design assumptions or 

whether the occupant exceeds the standard 

behaviour as agreed upon. The temperatures are not 

saved in the case study; therefore, the housing 

corporation is forced to compensate the total 

difference between the heating consumption budget 

and the exceeding monitored heating consumption. 

As mentioned in the methodology, the effect of 

window opening behaviour in Vabi Elements is 

unrealistic. Therefore, an analysis of the indoor 

temperature exceedance could not be performed. 

Because temperature exceedance in summer can be a 

challenge for highly insulated buildings [43], a comfort 

study using a simulation program with a smaller 

timestep for window-opening behaviour can give 

more insight in apartment building comfort for the 

occupants. In the future, the households plug-loads 

consumption will increase according to Papachristos 

[70]. This electrification process will probably lead to 
an even higher chance on exceeding comfort limits 

concerning overheating hours and a lower heating 

demand. 
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APPENDIX A: Case study: Flat met toekomst 

 

Floor area apartments 
2-bedroom 67.50 m² 
3-bedroom 76.68 m² 
4-bedroom 102.45 m² 
5-bedroom 111.65 m² 

 

 
Figure A1 - Section of the building Figure A2 - Situation and oriëntation 

of the building 

 

Figure A3 - Renovation concept of the building 

  

Thermal envelope: 

Rc ≥ 6.0 m
2
K/W (roof) 

Rc ≥ 4.5 m
2
K/W (façade) 

Rc ≥ 3.5 m
2
K/W (floor) 

Triple glazing 
Infiltration qv;10= 0.1 dm³/s/m² 

Energy generation: 
Photovoltaic panels 

Installations: 
Ventilation with CO2-detection in all rooms 

Heat pump with boiler 
Source: outdoor air (5 apartments) 
Source: ground exchanger (3 apartments) 
Low temperature radiators 

Installation efficiency: 
Heating SPF  3.5 
Hot water SPF  1.8 
Boiler standstill losses 40 W/h 

3-bedroom roof-apartment 2-bedroom 
roof ap. 

2-bedroom   
middle ap.  

4-bedroom  
floor ap. 

3-bedroom  
middle-apartment 

3-bedroom  
middle-apartment 

3-bedroom floor-apartment 

2-bedroom   
middle ap.  
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Figure A4 - Installation scheme of every household in the case study with meters for monitoring (red boxes) 

The conclusions of the 2017 are shown in Table A1. The initial EPV-contract values are shown, these are all 

resulting in zero on the meter; however, with a climate correction shows that 2017 was colder than the 

reference year of NEN5060. Because the thermostat temperatures are not logged in this building, the 

difference between the corrected EPV-contract value and the monitored value is compensated financially (if it 

exceeds the difference in extra kilowatt-hours generated by the photovoltaic panels). 

Three tenants did not achieve zero on the meter while the four others did. Overall, the electricity generation 

was 508 kWh bigger than the consumption in 2017.  

The energy generation value of the EPV-contract is corrected for an efficiency degradation over the years. 

Because 2017 was the first year, the energy generation will probably reduce over the years. 

Table A1 - Results per household of the case study in 2017 

Apartment EPV-
contract 

incl. climate 
correction 

Monitored Exceedance Compensation 
[€0.23/kWhe] 

Floor  Heating & aux. 1362 kWhe 1352 kWhe 2096 kWhe 744 kWhe + € 171 
4-bedroom Hot water 978 kWhe  886 kWhe -92 kWhe  
 Plug-loads 2600 kWhe  4420 kWhe 1820 kWhe  
 Generation -4940 kWhe -4664 kWhe -5223 kWhe -559 kWhe - € 128 

  0 kWhe +266 kWhe +2179 kWhe +1913 kWhe + € 42 

Floor  Heating & aux. 1423 kWhe 1410 kWhe 2188 kWhe 778 kWhe + € 179 
5-bedroom Hot water 1329 kWhe  715 kWhe -614 kWhe  
 Plug-loads 2600 kWhe  2849 kWhe 249 kWhe  
 Generation -5352 kWhe -5053 kWhe -5110 kWhe -57 kWhe - € 13 

  0 kWhe +286 kWhe +642 kWhe +356 kWhe + € 166 

Middle   Show house:    
2-bedroom  unoccupied    

Middle  Heating & aux. 642 kWhe 638 kWhe 650 kWhe 12 kWhe + € 3 
3-bedroom Hot water 1304 kWhe  746 kWhe -558 kWhe  
 Plug-loads 1994 kWhe  1436 kWhe -558 kWhe  
 Generation -3940 kWhe -3720 kWhe -4253 kWhe -533 kWhe - € 123 

  0 kWhe +216 kWhe -1421 kWhe -1637 kWhe + € 0 
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Table A1 (continued) - Results per household of the case study in 2017 

Apartment EPV-
contract 

incl. climate 
correction 

Monitored Exceedance Compensation 
[€0.23/kWhe] 

Middle  Heating & aux. 726 kWhe 724 kWhe 512 kWhe -212 kWhe € 49 
2-bedroom Hot water 978 kWhe  642 kWhe -336 kWhe  
 Plug-loads 1800 kWhe  1885 kWhe 85 kWhe  
 Generation -3504 kWhe -3308 kWhe -3953 kWhe -645 kWhe - € 148 

  0 kWhe +194 kWhe -914 kWhe -1108 kWhe € 0 

 error heat pump  578 kWhe € 133 

Middle  Heating & aux. 642 kWhe 638 kWhe 1228 kWhe 590 kWhe € 136 
3-bedroom Hot water 1304 kWhe  1575 kWhe 271 kWhe  
 Plug-loads 1994 kWhe  1848 kWhe -146 kWhe  
 Generation -3940 kWhe -3720 kWhe -4253 kWhe -533 kWhe - € 123 

  0 kWhe +216 kWhe +398 kWhe +182 kWhe €13 

Roof  Heating & aux. 967 kWhe 962 kWhe 1480 kWhe 518 kWhe € 119 
2-bedroom Hot water 978 kWhe  414 kWhe -564 kWhe  
 Plug-loads 1800 kWhe  1686 kWhe -114 kWhe  
 Generation -3745 kWhe -3536 kWhe -4064 kWhe -528 kWhe - € 121 

  0 kWhe +204 kWhe -484 kWhe -688 kWhe € 0 

Roof  Heating & aux. 967 kWhe 959 kWhe 1248 kWhe 289 kWhe € 66 
3-bedroom Hot water 1304 kWhe  631 kWhe -673 kWhe  
 Plug-loads 1994 kWhe  1793 kWhe -201 kWhe  
 Generation -4265 kWhe -4029 kWhe -4580 kWhe -553 kWhe - €123 

  0 kWhe +228 kWhe -908 kWhe -1136 kWhe € 0 

Total building 0 kWhe +1610 kWhe -508 kWhe -2118 kWhe  
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APPENDIX B: Simulation model (Vabi Elements) validity 

This appendix contains the input parameters as used for all simulations. The fixed parameters are 

shown in Table B1, while the three time-schemes as used are shown in Table B2. The assessment-

results are shown at the end of this appendix. 

Due to some complications in the monitoring system, not all data was available from all apartments. 

The monitored data of four apartments was available for the same period. These apartments are 

shown below. 

 

Validity assessment performed with data of these apartments: 
 Small roof apartment (2-bedroom apartment) 
 Large middle apartment (3-bedroom apartment) 
 Small floor apartment (4-bedroom apartment) 
 Large floor apartment (5-bedroom apartment) 
 Not used 
  

Figure B1 – Apartments with most available data, as selected for the empirical validation of the Vabi Elements model 

The standard climate measurements by KNMI do not contain the direct and diffuse solar irradiance 

separately. Consequently, an alternative had been found on the CESAR-website (cesar-database.nl). 

This data is measured in Cabauw, 20km away from the case study location. 

  
Figure B2 - Distance from KNMI metering station in Cabauw to case study (screenshot from Google Maps, may 7th 2018) 
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Table B1 – input parameters for the Vabi Elements simulations 

Fixed parameters  Input value Source 

Climate data Sensitivity analysis Standardized weather NEN 5060 (2008) 
 Energy matching Standardized weather NEN 5060 (2008) 
 Model validation 

(236 day period) 
Cabauw data of: 
10-feb-‘17 until 30-nov-‘17 
Missing climate data: 
4-mar-’17 until 31-mar-‘17 
1-jun-’17 until 30-jun-‘17 

cesar-database.nl 

Insulation  Ground floor 3.1 m²K/W Nieman (case study) 
 Floor above storage 3.2 m²K/W Nieman (case study) 
 Façade balcony sides 4.4 m²K/W Nieman (case study) 
 Façade side 6.0 m²K/W Nieman (case study) 
 Flat roof 6.1 m²K/W Nieman (case study) 

Thermal conductivity Door balcony 1.3 W/m²K Nieman (case study) 
 Windows 0.8 W/m²K Nieman (case study) 

Internal heat gains People 1.1 met per person ISSO 32 
 People - bedroom 0.8 met per person ISSO 32 
 Clothing summer 0.7 clo ISSO 32 
 Clothing winter 0.9 clo ISSO 32 
 Equipment sensible 1.00 Vabi Elements default 
 Equipment convective 0.50 Vabi Elements default 

Night setback time  7 hours: 0.00 until 8.00  

Heating specifications Heating COP 3.5 Nieman (case study) 
 Domestic hot water 1.8 Nieman (case study) 
 Boiler standstill loss 40 W/h = 350.4 kWh/year Vaillant VIH RW 
 Radiator supply temp. 35°C  
 Radiator return temp. 30°C  

Ventilation specifications Fan speed control reduction to 20% Nieman (case study) 
 Heat recovery 95% Nieman (case study) 
 Bypass on Room temperature > 23°C 

& outdoor temp > 5°C 
& difference in-out > 5°C 

Vabi Elements default 

 Bypass off Room temperature < 18°C Vabi Elements default 

Natural ventilation Infiltration wind: 0m/s: 0.000 dm³/s/m² 
wind: 3m/s: 0.023 dm³/s/m² 
wind: 6m/s: 0.066 dm³/s/m² 

Method from SBR 
publication 365 

 Window opening Windows always closed  

Blinds  No blinds present Nieman (case study) 
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Table B2 - Occupant presence and equipment internal heat gain schemes per room 

Scenario Daytime absence Sometimes absent Mostly at home 
 Internal heat gains [occupants red; equipment blue] Internal heat gains [occupants red; equipment blue] Internal heat gains [occupants red; equipment blue] 

Bedroom 

   

Living room 

   

Kitchen 

   

Bathroom 
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Total energy consumption 
[kWhe/m²] 

Heating & DHW consumption 
[kWhe/m²] 

Plug-loads & lighting consumption  
[kWhe/m²] 

Auxiliary energy (by the fan) 
[kWhe/m²] 

    
4-bedroom floor apartment 

    
5-bedroom floor apartment 

Most consuming 

simulation 

Least consuming 

simulation 

Monitored 

consumption 
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Total energy consumption 
[kWhe/m²] 

Heating & DHW consumption 
[kWhe/m²] 

Plug-loads & lighting consumption  
[kWhe/m²] 

Auxiliary energy (by the fan) 
[kWhe/m²] 

    
2-bedroom roof apartment 

    
  3-bedroom large middle apartment  
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APPENDIX C: Sensitivity analysis results 

 

Floor apartment 24 scenarios 

No. of occupants 2 - 5 

Thermostat 
temperatures 

18°C – 23°C 

  

Middle & roof 
apartment 18 scenarios 

No. of occupants 2 - 4 

Thermostat 
temperatures 

18°C – 23°C 

  

  

  

  

Figure C1 - Result of all occupant behaviour scenarios on the heating consumption 

 

Figure C2 – Absolute (left) and precentral (right) effect of changing the thermostat temperature with 1°C on the heating 
consumption over a year 

 

Figure C3 – Absolute (left) and precentral (right) effect of an extra person on the heating consumption over a year 
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Figure C4 – Absolute [kWhe] (left) and precentral (right) effect of a 1,2,3, or 4°C temperature setback (f.l.t.r.) at night on the 
heating consumption 

Table C1 - Input parameters for the sensitivity analysis of domestic hot water consumption 

Domestic hot water input Source 

Shower duration Young 13 min per shower VROM, 2009 
 Adult 10 min per shower VROM, 2009 
 Senior 12 min per shower VROM, 2009 

Showering per week Young 6.0 times: 78 min VROM, 2009 
 Adult 6.5 times: 65 min VROM, 2009 
 Senior 4.5 times: 54 min VROM, 2009 

Share of hot water Hot water 55°C  
 Cold water 15°C  
 Warm water (38°C) 57.5% hot water  
 Warm water (40°C) 62.5% hot water  

Showerhead total flow Reduced-shower 6.9 L/min MilieuCentraal 
 Average-shower 10 L/min MilieuCentraal 
 Comfort-shower 17 L/min MilieuCentraal 

Showerhead warm flow Reduced-shower 4.0 L/min  
(38°C) Average-shower 5.8 L/min  
 Comfort-shower 9.8 L/min  

Sink water consumption Average per day 8.3 L/day Vitens 
 Share warm water 5% Assumption  

Manual dish washing Average consumption 3.6 L/day Vitens 
 Warm water (40°C) 2.2 L/day  
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Figure C5 - Boxplot with consumption (left: incl. standstill-losses, right: excl. standstill-losses) for domestic hot water over a 
year for different scenarios compared to the EPV-regulation limits (low: 2-bedroom apartment, high: 4-bedroom 
apartment) and the NOM keur certificate requirements per person. 

 

Figure C6 - Boxplot with consumption (excl. standstill-losses) for domestic hot water over a year for an average showerhead 
and a water saving showerhead. 
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APPENDIX D: Energy matching analysis results 

Validity assessment of PV*Sol 

The validity assessment is performed per day and per hour from the 13th of 

January until the end of 2017. There has been a technical fault in the 

photovoltaics’ data of two apartments. They are not included in the results of 

Figure D1 and D2. 

 
Figure D1 – Results of the daily validity assessment of the PV*Sol simulation for 6 apartments 

 
Figure D2 – Results of the hourly validity assessment of the PV*Sol simulation for 6 apartments 

The used climate data of 2017, compared to the NEN 5060 climate data, is added to Appendix E. 

Report as generated by PV*Sol with all input parameters 

[See next pages]  
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3D, Net-gekoppelde PV-installatie

Klimaatgegevens FmT (1991 - 2010)

PV-generatorvermogen 40,96 kWp

PV-generatorvlak 209,9 m²

Aantal PV-module 128

Aantal omvormers 128
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De opbrengst

PV-generatorenergie (AC-net) 38.861 kWh

Spec. jaaropbrengst 948,76 kWh/kWp

Performance Ratio (PR) 92,4 %

Berekening van de verliezen door schaduwvorming 1,2 %/jaar

Vermeden CO -emissies

23.317 kg/jaar
 

  

  

Uw winst

Totale investering 61.440,00 €

Totaal kapitaalrendement 4,61 %

Afschrijvingsduur 14,1 Jaren

Stroomproductiekosten 0,08 €/kWh
 

De resultaten werden door een wiskundige modelberekening van de firma Valentin Software GmbH (PV*SOL-algoritmen) berekend. De werkelijke opbrengsten van de
zonne-energie-installatie kunnen door schommelingen van het weer, de rendement van de modules en de omvormers en andere factoren afwijken.
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Ontwerper:
Bedrijf: Invoeren onder Opties > Gebruikersgegevens.Datum aanbieding: 15-5-2018

PV*SOL premium 2017 (R9)

Valentin Software GmbH

Opbouw van de installatie

Klimaatgegevens FmT  

Installatietype 3D, Net-gekoppelde PV-installatie  

PV-generator Modulevlak

Naam Mounting Surface Northwest  

PV-module* 128 x LG320N1C-G4

Fabrikant LG Electronics Inc.

Hellingshoek 10 °

Oriëntatie Zuidoosten 135 °

Installatiewijze Op staanders / liggers gemonteerd - dak  

PV-generatorvlak 209,9 m²

Afbeelding: 3D-planning voor Mounting Surface Northwest
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Afbeelding: Horizon van Mounting Surface Northwest

Omvormer

Modulevlak Mounting Surface Northwest

Omvormer 1* 128 x Power optimizer P300  

Fabrikant SolarEdge  

Configuratie MPP 1: 1 x 1  
 

AC-net

Aantal fasen 3  

Netspanning (eenfasig) 230 V

Arbeidsfactor (cos phi) +/- 1  

* De garantiebepalingen van de betreffende fabrikant zijn van kracht.
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Simulatieresultaten

PV-installatie

PV-generatorvermogen 41 kWp

Spec. jaaropbrengst 948,76 kWh/kWp

Performance Ratio (PR) 92,4 %

Afname winst door schaduwvorming 1,2 %/jaar

  

Net invoeding 38.861 kWh/jaar

Net invoeding in het eerste jaar (incl. module-ontwaarding) 38.861 kWh/jaar

Stand-By verbruik 0 kWh/jaar

Vermeden CO -emissies

23.317 kg/jaar

Afbeelding: Opbrengstprognose
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Energiebalans PV-installatie

  

Globale straling horizontaal 998,3 kWh/m²

Afwijking van het standaardspectrum -9,98 kWh/m² -1,00 %

Bodemreflectie (Albedo) 1,50 kWh/m² 0,15 %

Oriëntatie en helling van het modulevlak 36,63 kWh/m² 3,70 %

Overschaduwing onafhankelijk van de module 0,00 kWh/m² 0,00 %

Reflectie op het paneeloppervlak 0,00 kWh/m² 0,00 %

Globale straling op het paneel 1.026,4 kWh/m²

  

1.026,4 kWh/m²

x   209,92 m²

=   215.464,1 kWh

  

PV globale straling 215.464,1 kWh

Vervuiling 0,00 kWh 0,00 %

STC-conversie (Nominale rendement paneel 19,52 %) -173.395,03 kWh -80,48 %

PV Nominale energie 42.069,1 kWh

Gedeeltelijke schaduwvorming voor de specifieke module -242,69 kWh -0,58 %

Gedrag lage lichtintensiteit -703,99 kWh -1,68 %

Afwijking van de nominale moduletemperatuur -474,56 kWh -1,15 %

Dioden -20,95 kWh -0,05 %

Mismatch (fabrieksgegevens) 0,00 kWh 0,00 %

Mismatch (configuratie/schaduwvorming) 0,00 kWh 0,00 %

PV-energie (DC) zonder omvormerafregeling 40.626,9 kWh

Afregeling wegens MPP-spanningsbereik 0,00 kWh 0,00 %

Afregeling wegens max. DC-stroom 0,00 kWh 0,00 %

Afregeling wegens max. DC-vermogen 0,00 kWh 0,00 %

Afregeling wegens max. AC-vermogen/cos phi 0,00 kWh 0,00 %

MPP-aanpassing 0,00 kWh 0,00 %

PV-energie (DC) 40.626,9 kWh

  

  

Energie op de WR-ingang 40.626,9 kWh

Afwijking van toevoerspanning van de nominale spanning 0,00 kWh 0,00 %

DC/AC-omvorming -1.373,06 kWh -3,38 %

Stand-By verbruik 0,00 kWh 0,00 %

Totaal kabelverliezen -392,54 kWh -1,00 %

PV-energie (AC) verminderd met standby-verbruik 38.861,3 kWh

Net invoeding 38.861,3 kWh
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Rendabiliteitsanalyse

Installatiegegevens

Net invoeding in het eerste jaar (incl. module-ontwaarding) 38.861 kWh/jaar

PV-generatorvermogen 41 kWp

Inbedrijfstelling van de installatie 23-4-2018

Onderzochte periode 20 Jaren

  

Economische kengetallen

Totaal kapitaalrendement 4,61 %

Gecumuleerde cashflow 26.617,64 €

Afschrijvingsduur 14,1 Jaren

Stroomproductiekosten 0,08 €/kWh

  

Betalingsoverzicht

specifieke investeringskosten 1.500,00 €/kWp

Investeringen 61.440,00 €

Eenmalige betalingen 0,00 €

Vorderingen 0,00 €

Jaarlijkse kosten 0,00 €/jaar

Overige opbrengsten of besparingen 0,00 €/jaar

  

Vergoeding en besparingen

Totale vergoeding in het eerste jaar 4.719,03 €/jaar

  

EEG 2015 (Mai) - Gebäudeanlage

  Geldigheid 23-4-2018  - 31-12-2038

  Specifieke toevoervergoeding 0,1214 €/kWh

  Toevoervergoeding 4.719,03 €/jaar
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Afbeelding: Gecumuleerde cashflow
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Cashflow-tabel

jaar 1 jaar 2 jaar 3 jaar 4 jaar 5
Investeringen € -61.440,00 € 0,00 € 0,00 € 0,00 € 0,00
Toevoervergoeding € 4.268,28 € 4.626,04 € 4.580,24 € 4.534,89 € 4.489,99
Jaarlijkse kasstroom € -57.171,72 € 4.626,04 € 4.580,24 € 4.534,89 € 4.489,99
Gecumuleerde cashflow € -57.171,72 € -52.545,68 € -47.965,44 € -43.430,55 € -38.940,56

jaar 6 jaar 7 jaar 8 jaar 9 jaar 10
Investeringen € 0,00 € 0,00 € 0,00 € 0,00 € 0,00
Toevoervergoeding € 4.445,54 € 4.401,52 € 4.357,94 € 4.314,79 € 4.272,07
Jaarlijkse kasstroom € 4.445,54 € 4.401,52 € 4.357,94 € 4.314,79 € 4.272,07
Gecumuleerde cashflow € -34.495,02 € -30.093,50 € -25.735,56 € -21.420,77 € -17.148,70

jaar 11 jaar 12 jaar 13 jaar 14 jaar 15
Investeringen € 0,00 € 0,00 € 0,00 € 0,00 € 0,00
Toevoervergoeding € 4.229,77 € 4.187,90 € 4.146,43 € 4.105,38 € 4.064,73
Jaarlijkse kasstroom € 4.229,77 € 4.187,90 € 4.146,43 € 4.105,38 € 4.064,73
Gecumuleerde cashflow € -12.918,92 € -8.731,03 € -4.584,60 € -479,22 € 3.585,51

jaar 16 jaar 17 jaar 18 jaar 19 jaar 20
Investeringen € 0,00 € 0,00 € 0,00 € 0,00 € 0,00
Toevoervergoeding € 4.024,49 € 3.984,64 € 3.945,19 € 3.906,13 € 3.867,45
Jaarlijkse kasstroom € 4.024,49 € 3.984,64 € 3.945,19 € 3.906,13 € 3.867,45
Gecumuleerde cashflow € 7.610,00 € 11.594,64 € 15.539,82 € 19.445,95 € 23.313,40

jaar 21
Investeringen € 0,00
Toevoervergoeding € 3.304,24
Jaarlijkse kasstroom € 3.304,24
Gecumuleerde cashflow € 26.617,64

Ontwaardings- en prijsstijgingspercentages worden maandelijks over de hele onderzochte perdiode toegepast.
Dit gebeurt al in het eerste jaar.
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PV-module: LG320N1C-G4

Fabrikant LG Electronics Inc.

Leverbaar Ja

Elektrische gegevens

Celtype Si monocrystalline

Alleen trafo-omvormer geschikt Neen

Aantal cellen 60

Aantal bypass-dioden 3

Mechanische gegevens

Breedte 1000 mm

Hoogte 1640 mm

Diepte 40 mm

Raambreedte 10 mm

Gewicht 17 kg

Geraamd Neen

U/I-kengetallen bij STC

Spanning in MPP 33,6 V

Stroom in MPP 9,53 A

Nominaal vermogen 320 W

Nulspanning 40,9 V

Kortsluitstroom 10,05 A

Verhoging nulspanning voor stabilisatie 0 %

U/I-kenwaarden gedeeltelijke belasting

Bron van de waarden Fabrikant/eigen

Instraling 200 W/m²

Spanning in MPP bij gedeeltelijke belasting 32,5 V

Stroom in MPP bij gedeeltelijke belasting 1,94 A

Nulspanning bij gedeeltelijke belasting 37,9 V

Kortsluitstroom bij gedeeltelijke belasting 2,05 A

Verder

Spanningscoëfficient -114,52 mV/K

Stroomcoëfficiënt 3,02 mA/K

Vermogenscoëfficiënt -0,37 %/K

Hoekcorrectiefactor 100 %

Maximale systeemspanning 1000 V

Spec. warmtecapaciteit 920 J/(kg*K)

Absorptiecoëfficiënt 70 %

Emissiecoëfficiënt 85 %
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Omvormer: Power optimizer P300

Fabrikant SolarEdge

Leverbaar Ja

Elektrische gegevens

Nominaal DC-vermogen 0,3 kW

Nominaal AC-vermogen 0,3 kW

Max. DC-vermogen 0,3 kW

Max. AC-vermogen 0,3 kW

Stand-By verbruik 0 W

Nachtverbruik 0 W

Toevoer uit 0 W

Max. ingangsstroom 10 A

Max. toevoerspanning 48 V

Nominale DC-spanning 48 V

Aantal voedingsfasen 1

Aantal DC-ingangen 4

Met trafo Neen

Wijziging van de rendement als de toevoerspanning afwijkt van de
nominale spanning

0 %/100V

MPP-tracker

Vermogensbereik < 20% van het nominale vermogen 100 %

Vermogensbereik > 20% van het nominale vermogen 100 %

Aantal MPP-trackers 1

  

Max. toevoerstroom per MPP-tracker 10 A

Max. toevoervermogen per MPP-tracker 0,31 kW

Min. MPP-spanning 8 V

Max. MPP-spanning 48 V
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Energy matching analysis results 

 

Figure D3 - On-site Energy Fraction of the floor-, middle-, and roof apartment compared to the addition of a battery pack 
per apartment 

 

Figure D4 - On-site Energy Fraction of the floor-, middle-, and roof apartment considering heating the hot water tank at 
night and during day compared to the addition of a battery pack per apartment 

 

 

Figure D5 - On-site Energy Fraction of the floor-, middle-, and roof apartment considering a 1-person household and a 3-
person household compared to the addition of a battery pack per apartment 
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Figure D6 - OEF for the different internal heat gain scenarios with the effect of adding a battery pack in every apartment 
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APPENDIX E: Climate correction analysis results 

Table E1 - Occupant behaviour input for the climate correction analysis 

 Occupant behaviour 

Thermostat temperature day 23°C 

Thermostat temperature night 23°C 

Presence & equipment scheme Sometimes absent 

DHW consumption According to EPV 

Plug-loads & lighting According to EPV 

Ventilation demand (maximum) 0.3 L/(s m²) 

 
Table E2- Climate analysis heating consumption results for three climate scenarios: 1%, 2% and 5% chance on exceedance 

 

Reference 
[kWhe] 

Corrected 
[kWhe] 

Simulated 
[kWhe] 

Diff. 
[kWhe] 

Floor 400.62 474.63 529.01 +54.4 
Middle 187.55 224.09 271.88 +47.8 
Roof 395.27 463.11 514.59 +51.5 

 
Floor 400.62 438.19 469.35 +31.2 
Middle 187.55 207.06 234.88 +27.8 
Roof 395.27 424.67 458.31 +33.6 

 
Floor 400.62 397.41 418.60 +21.2 
Middle 187.55 187.39 202.46 +15.1 
Roof 395.27 387.51 409.96 +22.5 
 
Table 1 - Climate analysis generation results for three climate scenarios: 1%, 2%, and 5% chance on exceedance 

 Reference 
[kWhe] 

Corrected 
[kWhe] 

Simulated 
[kWhe] 

Diff. 
[kWhe] 

 
38,945 41,998 41,797 -201.2 

 
38,945 41,210 40,781 -429.3 

 
38,945 40,715 40,373 -341.3 
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Climate data as used for the climate correction analysis and the validity assessment of PV*Sol 

 

Figure D3 – Solar irradiance comparison of the different climate data used for simulations: KNMI-data from Cabauw in 
2017, the NEN 5060 reference scenario, and the three NEN 5060 alternative scenarios 

 

Figure D4 – Outdoor air temperature comparison of the different climate data used for simulations: KNMI-data from 
Cabauw in 2017, the NEN 5060 reference scenario, and the three NEN 5060 alternative scenarios 
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